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The TTI Space Experiment
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Summary

The Orbiting Technology Testbed Initiative (OTTI) provides a oncept for a series of space experiment
platforms to be flown at two-year intervals over the next ten years. he long-term purpose of this program
is to assist NASA, commercial and other government satellites to operate in high radiation environments
such as Nfid-Earth Orbits (NIEO) (above 1000 km) o Goosynchronous Transfer Orbits (GTO) Vnthout
routinely relying on radiation-hardened electronics and to provide a convenient test-bed to simulate high-
radiation environments such as those encountered near Jupiter.

The OTTI could be flown as early as 2001. Its purposes are: to evaluate the on-orbit performance of
novel, emerging, breakthrough technologies and advanced state-of-the-art devices in high radiation orbits;
to decrease the time and risk required for the insertion of such technologies into spacecraft operating in
high radiation orbits; and to provide correlations between the natural space radiation environment and the
device response in the flight testbed. (Breakthrough technologies have the potential for a multi-fold factor
increase in performance, resulting in substantial impacts on overall spacecraft performance.)

There is increasing interest in operating spacecraft in higher orbits, particularly for communications
constellations. Now, most spacecraft operate either above or below the Earth's radiation belts to avoid
radiation effects in their devices and systems. However, operating below the belts in a Low Earth Orbit
(LEO) requires a very large number of spacecraft to obtain adequate coverage. As the orbital altitude
increases, the coverage area per spacecraft increases rapidly; that is, altitude significantly reduces the
number of spacecraft required -- and ultimately program cost. In the past, the Earth's radiation belts have
been a large barrier to operation in NMO orbits. The NASA space challenge is to gain an order of
magnitude increase in performance per spacecraft while building faster, cheaper, and better space sstems
capable of operating in high radiation environments. T71 is conceived to help solve this challenge.

It is important to visualize the 07TI program in its entirety and not merely as a series of individual
environment and device/subsystem experiments. Science rnission programs will use breakthrough
technologies and commercial, unhardened devices only after the perceived risk of using such devices is
reduced. Current radiation effects models are not sufficiently accurate for reliable predictions to be made
for novel high-speed, low-power. and high-density microelectronic devices without space flight validation.
Thus, flight validation in a relevant environment is required to reduce perceived risk.

For this reason, a critical aspect of the OTTI program is the inclusion of a ground test, modeling and
space data analysis program. The ground test program includes device testing at several ground-based
radiation facilit ies and in flight validations. The performance of these devices and subsystems will also be
modeled prior to flight to predict their radiation degradation and upset rates in space, based on current
radiation environment models. The upset and damage rates together with the radiation environment will
be measured as a function of time on the OTTI. The predictions and in-space measurements are then used
to improve the predictive methods for future missions. The improved predictive methods will reduce the
perceived risk for using breakthrough technologies and higher performance devices in future spacecraft
flying in NffiO or GTO.

A concept for the OT71 is shown in Figure 1. In this concept, modular experiments are interfaced to a
core computer. The experiments could be either stand-alone technology experiments or a microelectronics
testbed with device sub-experiments. The OT71 has a simple 1553 or 1753 computer interface; additional
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computational cqabdity culd be provided try the oTertments. It also has a suite of evironment
measurement devices which provide: 1 de=on, proton, and cosrruc ray fluence and spectra, 2)
election and proton dose and dose depth curves, 3) high and low LET spectra, 4) electrostatic dmcharge,
(5) electron and proton dtffmntW flux, 6) ucromdeoroid measurernents and possibly flwLpft sarch
coil magnetometry data

Partnering between NA.SA and other organizabons providing experiments is important to leverage
ftinding. in the wncept, partners wil spply the experiments which may mclude fther microelectronic
test boards suh-experiments) or stand-alone experiments. The 171 program wffl integrate them into
the testbed, obtain a aunch, disuibute the space environment data, and provide the flight validation data
to the partner for analysis and pubh=on_

OTTI Satellite Payload Configuration
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Figure I OTTI Payload Configurat-ton
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